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VISITING THE WESTERN FRONT: 2
As an author, broadcaster
and editor of the Western
Front Association’s flagship
journal Stand To!, Jon
Cooksey is often asked
the question, “What is
your favourite spot on the
Western Front in France and
Belgium?” Given that there
are so many sites – and, as
a perpetual student of that
Great War he confesses that
there are still many locations
which he has not studied in
detail – it is a question which
he finds almost impossible to
answer.
Walking the ground upon
which history was forced
and beaten violently into
shape is, for him, always a
very personal journey. Here
he selects five sites on the
Western Front in France and
Flanders which hold a special
meaning for him.
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SLAUGHTER BY MOONLIGHT
The PassendaleWestrozebeke Road north of
Passendale, Belgium
The Allied objective for the Third Battle
of Ypres, which began on 31 July 1917,
was to break through the strong German
defensive lines of trenches, thick wire
entanglements and concrete pill-boxes,
seize the high ground of the ridge upon
which sits the village of Passchendaele
(Passendale today) and from there capture
the German-occupied Belgian Channel
ports out of which their submarines
operated.
Yet even after the official ‘closure’
of the Third Ypres campaign on 10
November 1917, some very heavy and
brutal fighting took place as the Allies
continued to wrestle with the Germans
for overall command of the ridge towards
the village of Westrozebeke, north-east
of Passchendaele, the intention being
to secure a tactical advantage over the
winter of 1917-18. It is ground seldom
visited or studied today but its sweep can
be viewed when looking north over the
back wall of Passchendaele New British
Cemetery which lies less little more than
half-a-mile north-west of the centre of
Passchendaele village.
At 01.55 hours on the bright, moonlit
night of 2 December 1917, the 2nd
Battalion of The King’s Own Yorkshire
Light Infantry launched an attack as part
of the only large-scale night offensive
during the entire campaign. The men
moved out towards the German front

ABOVE: A view of the battlefield around
Passchendaele taken late in 1917 – a picture
which shows the waterlogged state of the
ground. The remains of the church in the
village can be seen on the horizon. The
ground over which the 2nd Battalion King’s
Own Yorkshire Light Infantry attacked on 2
December 1917, is to the left of this shot.
(Imperial War Museum; Q56258)
BELOW: The assault map prepared for the
2nd Battalion King’s Own Yorkshire Light
Infantry’s attack towards Westrozebeke
during the early hours of 2 December 1917.
The Passendale-Westrozebeke Road, north
of Passendale, can be seen running roughly
north-south through the area shaded in green.
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Passchendaele New British Cemetery, lies
seven miles north-east of Ieper town centre on
the S’Graventafelstraat, a road leading from
St Jan to Passendale. From here the visitor
is afforded a view of the battlefield on which
the 2nd Battalion King’s Own Yorkshire Light
Infantry fought at the beginning of December
1917. (Courtesy of the Commonwealth War
Graves Commission)

BELOW LEFT: An aerial photograph of the
area shown in the assault map which was
taken just three days after the attack, showing
the strongpoint of Venison Farm – which
is also marked on the map. No caption is
required to explain the absolute and utter
desolation of the battlefield which the men of
the 2nd Battalion King’s Own Yorkshire Light
Infantry had to fight on.
BELOW RIGHT: Jon Cooksey finds his great
uncle’s name on the Tyne Cot Memorial to
the Missing at Tyne Cot Cemetery. The names
of many of the men who disappeared with
Albert during the attack on 2 December 1917
are on the same panels.
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pre-war regular soldier Private Albert
Cooksey; my paternal grandfather’s older
brother, my great uncle Albert.
There exists an aerial photograph of
the very same area taken just three days
later and somewhere on that image –

small and lost forever – Albert Cooksey’s
body, or what little remained of it, must
lie.
Albert Cooksey has no known grave
and his name – fading now as the grey
stone upon which it is carved weathers
away – can be found on
Panel 108 of the Tyne Cot
Memorial to the Missing in
Tyne Cot Cemetery, along
with the names of many of
his comrades who also went
missing that night.
Passchendaele New British
Cemetery itself is often
bypassed by the hundreds of
visitors on the coach parties
which rumble ever onward
towards the vast majesty
that is Tyne Cot, but it is
well worth a visit in its own
right. Begun when graves
were brought in from the
battlefields of Passchendaele
and Langemarck after the
Armistice, of the 2,101 burials
most are from are from
1917. Tragically 1,600 are
unidentified. Is one of these
Albert Cooksey?
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from positions some 500 yards off into the
fields north of the cemetery wall, moving
cross country diagonally towards the
north-east.
Silhouetted by the moonlight, the
men were immediately seen as soon as
they rose to the attack and were
scythed down by a murderous
cross fire from German machineguns sited in a string of shell
holes and the rubble of several
farm buildings. The battalions on
either side of the KOYLI – 2nd
Rifle Brigade to the right and
16th Highland Light Infantry
to the left – lost direction and
everyone cut across each other’s
axis as they all struggled forward
into the swamp. Absolute chaos
reigned.
The attack failed with very
heavy losses. Almost all the
battalion’s officers and senior
NCOs became casualties.
Six officers and twenty-three
men were killed with 120
men wounded and forty-one
missing. Later revisions put the
total number of killed at fiftytwo. Amongst the missing was
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LEFT: Constructed on three different levels,
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INDUSTRIAL WAR,
INDUSTRIAL LANDSCAPE
Cité de Calonne,
north-west of Lens and
Bruay, France
Another one-time Reading footballer to
lose his life in the First World War was Ben
Butler. However, his war was fought on a
battlefield which was entirely different
to that on which Joe Dickinson
was killed.
If a visitor to the Western
Front only ever tours the
sleepy Belgian pastures
around Ypres or the
rolling chalk uplands
and wooded river
valleys of the Ancre
and the Somme then
it is easy to be lulled
into the false notion
that the First World
War was fought
entirely in open,
agricultural terrain.
The reality was, of
course, otherwise.
In many areas
the opposing trench
lines snaked through
heavily industrialised,
urban landscapes and
none more so, perhaps,
than those sectors which
lay on the French coalfields
northwest of the town of Lens.
Here, the war was fought in the
narrow streets and back gardens of the
numerous “cite” communities of terraces
of small miners’ cottages and in amongst
the numerous colliery headstocks and slag
heaps.
Some years ago I travelled to France

with several ex-Reading FC football
legends to follow the exploits of some
of the club’s professional players who
had joined the 17th (Service) Battalion,
Middlesex Regiment, otherwise known
as the 1st Footballers’ Battalion. Formed
in late 1914 and early 1915 the battalion
was stuffed full of the stars of the pre-war
game from a number of clubs including
several professionals from Reading FC.
The Footballers’ Battalion crossed
to France on 18 November 1915. In
response to the desperate requests
from the French commander
General Joffre, who was under
terrific pressure to stem
the German onslaught
at Verdun which had
begun on 21 February,
the battalion had
‘sidestepped’ south
with other units of
the British Army to
relieve two corps
of the French Army
along a twenty-mile
section of front
between Ransart and
Loos. The footballers
found themselves in
the Angres-Cité de
Calonne sector, a few
miles north-west of
Vimy Ridge.
On 26 February the
17th Middlesex took over
French trenches near Cité
de Calonne to the west of
the centre of Lens – it is still
marked on present day maps.
This sector was at the very heart of
the coalmining area of north-east France.
Dotted around were the many metal
pylons which supported the winding
wheels of the numerous coal mines and
the conical or flat-topped, snake-like
heaps of black spoil – muck stacks – from

the pits. The British and German front
line, support and communication trenches
ran in and around the streets, back yards
and cellars of the tightly-packed rows of
miners’ cottages. Crops from untended
vegetable patches in the cottage gardens
were eagerly gathered by troops and
made a welcome addition to their diet.
On 30 April 1916, the 17th Middlesex
went into the trenches near the Cité
de Calonne once more. Amongst their
LEFT: Albert Victor “Ben” Butler.
ABOVE: British soldiers in forward positions
amongst the gardens and wreckage of
cottages similar to those which Ben Butler
would have known.
BELOW: A section of trench map of the area
around the Cité Calonne at Liévin, north-west
of Lens, corrected to 9 June 1916. The British
trenches are marked in blue, German trenches
in red. Butler was wounded somewhere in this
area. Note how parts of both the British and
German forward trenches pass through builtup or industrial areas.

TOP: The Cross of Sacrifice in Bruay

Communal Cemetery Extension. The
extension to the communal cemetery was
begun by French troops in October 1914,
on land belonging to the Compagnie des
Mines de Bruay. When the French Tenth
Army handed over this part of the line to
Commonwealth forces in March 1916, the
22nd Casualty Clearing Station, which was
established at Bruay, continued to bury in it.
Nearly half the burials in the extension are
from the Canadian Corps who occupied this
sector from early in 1917. (Courtesy of the
Commonwealth War Graves Commission)

the Communal Cemetery Extension at
Bruay. The grave is not easy to find as the
manicured Commonwealth War Graves
Commission plots and French Army
burials are tucked away at the far end of
the large civil ‘Cimetiere Ouest’.
Ady Williams found Ben Butler’s grave
against the far wall and laid a wreath in
blue and white, with the Reading emblem
in the centre. “It’s an honour to lay the
wreath at Bert’s last resting place,” said
Ady. “That will live with me for the rest of
my life.’

ABOVE RIGHT: Jon Cooksey describes the
circumstances surrounding Corporal Ben
Butler’s death in front of his headstone at
Bruay.

LEFT: German soldiers at a barricade amongst
cottages near Liévin. The cottages in the
area today have been rebuilt to a remarkably
similar design.

RIGHT: The view south on a road along which

the British front line ran in the Cité Calonne.
On the road to the left was a point called
“Pit Prop Corner” which was located near the
“Mersey Tunnel” (see trench map). At the end
of the road in the distance is the entrance to a
sports field. The British line ran off to the right
along the road on which the photographer
is standing and then hooked sharp left to
run south across that sports field. A post in
No Man’s Land – which can be seen on the
trench map and which would be on the sports
field today – went by the name of “Haunted
House”. (Courtesy of Graham McKechnie)
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papers and see his thigh is shattered
… Always dangerous these wounds
… He fights for dear life for ten days,
and then goes out. He has played the
game. I doubt not [that] he has won. A
fine fellow – may he rest in peace.”
Some accounts say that Butler’s
right thigh was shattered, others that
his leg was blown off. He was the first
professional footballer to die in the
17th Middlesex.
I relayed Ben Butler’s story of a
footballer losing, of all limbs, his
leg and finally losing his life to exReading Captain and Welsh international
Ady Williams as we travelled west along
the D301 towards Ben Butler’s grave in
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number was 29-year-old Queen’s Park
Rangers pro Albert Victor Butler who
always played under the name of ‘Ben’.
As a tough tackling centre half Ben Butler
had come through the ranks at Arsenal
before his move to Reading FC for the
1908-09 Season. His displays had earned
him a professional contract in April 1909
and he helped the club to the Southern
League Second Division championship
two years later. A transfer to QPR had
come in 1912. Now, in the trenches
and ruined cottages of Calonne, he was
playing in a much more serious and
‘greater game’.
On 3 May 1916, there was no great
battle in Butler’s sector but there was a
good deal of machine-gun activity during
the night, along with the usual shelling.
Six men were wounded – Corporal Ben
Butler was one of them. Such was the
steady drip-drip of losses incurred in
simply holding the line.
Butler was taken back to 22 Casualty
Clearing Station (CCS) at Bruay and
fought valiantly against what must have
been unspeakable pain for ten days
before succumbing to his wounds. The
Revd. Green, an army chaplain at 22 CCS,
wrote an account of the final hours of the
soldier in Bed No.5: “A great big chap
lies in this bed, a guard bulges up the
blankets over his leg. ‘Well corporal, how
are you now?’ – ‘Bad. This leg is done in.
No more football for me.’ I look at the
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ANOTHER WOOD, ANOTHER
GALLANT STAND
The South Africans at
Gauche Wood, between
Gouzeaucourt and VillersGuislain south of Cambrai,
France
Several years ago I was asked to conduct
a tour which looked at the German Spring
Offensive of 1918. For this I began at la
Montagne Aubin a spur of high ground
west of Villers-Guislaindo. It is a relatively
gentle stroll along the track leading out
from the village and across the valley then
up the slope to the eastern fringes of
Gauche Wood ahead.
The reason for my starting here was
that this track approximately follows one
of the routes taken on the morning of
21 March 1918, by the German infantry
as they followed a creeping barrage to
approach the defenders of the British
Outpost Line just forward of Gauche
Wood. Those defenders consisted of
some 150 men of ‘B’ Company of the 2nd
South African Infantry Regiment under the
command of Captain Garnet Green MC
& Bar.
In his defence of Gauche Wood, Green
had established three posts in the wood
itself with two trench mortars and two
machine-guns sited to cover both arms
of the same Y-shaped track one can stroll
along today. On the open ground to the
south-west corner of the wood he had
sited a stronger field redoubt. Walking
up the track, past the Commonwealth
War Graves Commission Cemetery
and looking into the wood today, the
lines of vestigial trenches are still clearly
discernible and branch out in a multitude
of directions. It is also possible to see
the now overgrown cup-like depressions
of shell craters and if you allow your
imagination a little freedom it is not
too difficult to follow the fate of Garnet
Green’s command on what the Germans

called Der Tag.
When the
enemy finally
fell on Green’s
men they
pushed along
the southern
fringes of the
wood towards
the redoubt,
attempting
to slip silently
between any
outposts and
take them from
the rear. Second
Lieutenant
Kennedy’s
machine-gun
team fought until all were either killed or
wounded or, like Kennedy, taken prisoner.
By about 10.30 hours the Germans
began streaming into and through
the wood from the north and became
embroiled in hand-to-hand fighting with
the Springboks manning the posts under
Second Lieutenants Bancroft and Meller
Beviss. Bancroft’s post was overwhelmed
and fell, but Beviss’s men fought yard-foryard and he managed to extract half his
men, falling back towards Captain Green
in the third post.
Gradually, with German troops
pressing in on three sides, Green
withdrew the survivors to the redoubt.
However, it was not all one way traffic
for the Germans. From the stronger
position of the redoubt the legendary
South African marksmanship with rifle and
Lewis Gun exacted a dreadful toll on the
German infantry and cut them down as
they tried to dig in on the western skirts
of the wood.
The German assault wavered and the
survivors scurried back to the cover of
the tree line. The fight for the wood had
by now gone on for two hours. Then, just
before midday and with the wood now
lost, the British guns finally ranged back
to pummel it. As a result, Green’s men
were able to cling on to their positions
with the help of their countrymen firing

from Quentin Redoubt further north.
For the rest of the day the situation
was perilous. The right flank of the South
Africans had been turned and was only
patched up again later that evening by
the spirited advance of the 4th South
African Regiment onto Chapel Hill to the
south. As darkness fell the South Africans
withdrew to a line along the railway line
at Gouzeaucourt, but the fighting was far
from over.
The Germans kept up the pressure the
next day and those that followed. Both
Captain Garnet Green and Lieutenant
Meller Beviss did not survive. Green
was killed, fighting to the last, with his
men at the quarry at Heudicourt on 22
March. Beviss is recorded as having lost
his life two days later – although the
history of the South Africans by John
Buchan has him missing after the fight
at Gauche Wood. Neither man’s body
was ever found and today they are both
remembered on the South African Panels
of the Pozières Memorial to Missing on
the Somme.
ABOVE: A map of the Allied positions in
Gauche Wood, March 1918.
BELOW: German infantry moving forward
during the Spring Offensive, March 1918.
(Imperial War Museum; Q47997)
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Given its commanding heights it was the
Wolfsberg which was chosen as the site
for the Australian Corps Memorial Park
– not to be confused with the Australian
National Memorial which is sited much
closer to Villers Brettoneux. The original
memorial fell into disrepair and it was
rebuilt and rededicated in 2008. Now
there is a large car park and partially
preserved trenches along with useful
interpretation boards, one of which shows
Australians and Americans in a trench on
the self same spot.
ABOVE LEFT: A British aerial photograph of

the Wolfsberg trenches (centre right) taken
on 21 April 1918. The aircraft taking this
photograph was attacked by fighters led by
Baron Manfred von Richtofen; the German
’planes were, in turn, attacked by British
fighters. The resulting aerial duel ultimately led
to von Richtofen being shot down and killed.

ABOVE RIGHT: Two parachutes descend to

earth in a re-supply drop by air just forward
of the British start line at Hamel. The white
mounds centre-left are the parapets of the
strong German defences around Pear Trench.
The Battle of Hamel was revolutionary in that
it provided the first successful template of
the all-arms battle which was so successfully
executed again on 8 August 1918, at the
start of the Battle of Amiens – the beginning
of the successful 100 Days campaign which
ended with the Armistice on 11 November
1918. During the battle, Private Henry Dalziel
became the 1,000 recipient of the Victoria
Cross after charging a machine-gun in Pear
Trench, and American Corporal Thomas Pope,
of the US 43rd Battalion, won the US Army’s
first Medal of Honor in France and Flanders.

LEFT: The Australian Corps Memorial at Le

Hamel. Originally constructed in 1998, the
memorial and the park it which it stands
commemorates the role of the Australian
Corps in the decisive battles of 1918. It park
is situated on the area where the German
Wolfsberg trenches were located, the remains
of which can be seen at the memorial site.
During the fighting here, German losses
were some 2,000 men – 1,600 prisoners were
taken – and over 200 weapons, including 177
machine-guns. The Australians incurred 1,200
casualties; the Americans 176.

BELOW: The view west to Le Hamel from the
German Wolfsberg trenches. The approximate
location of Pear Trench is in the middle of the
slope in the distance.
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A battlefield which has become a firm
favourite of mine over the years is that of
le Hamel – usually referred to simply as
Hamel – which was fought on 4 July 1918.
It was at Hamel that a template was
forged for the sweeping successes which
came the following month with the
opening of the Battle of Amiens on 8
August 1918. It was also at Hamel that
the face of warfare changed forever. In
a precursor to the modern day ‘all arms’
battle, infantry, artillery, tanks (sixty of
the new Mark Vs were available) and
air power (supply drops of ammunition
by parachute were to be used) were
integrated successfully for the first time in
order to secure a remarkable victory – on
a battlefield which could truly boast a
third dimension.
Ten battalions of Australians and 800
Americans went over at 03.10 hours.
By 16.43 hours the final “Blue Line”,
including the Wolfsberg trenches, had
been reached. All the objectives had

been achieved in just three minutes over
the ninety minutes allotted to the battle’s
execution – the same duration as a game
of football including added time – and in
so doing lit a beacon illuminating the path
to the future of modern warfare.
Above all, the Battle of Le Hamel
was revolutionary. The Allied soldiers
who fought it were midwives at the birth
of ‘Blitzkrieg’ – albeit it would be the
descendents of their enemies on that day
who would pick up that particular concept
and run with it!
Hamel was essentially a victory of the
combination of four ‘A’s’ – Australians,
Americans, Air Power, and Audacity – with
well-trained troops from a number of arms
working to a flexible plan hatched by
the gifted and innovative commander of
the Australian Corps, Lieutenant General
Sir John Monash. He later commented
that “a perfected modern battle plan is
like nothing so much as a score for an
orchestral composition, where the various
arms and units are the instruments, and
the tasks they perform are their respective
musical phrases”. This then was the art of
war.
On 4 July 1918, the combination
of ‘instruments’ was deadly and
overpowering. Surprise was total. German
losses were some 2,000 men – 1,600
prisoners were taken – and over 200
weapons, including 177 machine-guns.
Standing on top of the Wolfsberg
today looking east one gets a real sense
of the achievements of the mixed force
that day. On a clear day the views are
panoramic and stunning; the ground is
laid out in front of you out to the west.
In fact the entire battlefield, being so
compact, can be walked comparatively
easily and the action is easy to follow
– and you can see exactly how far the
‘Diggers’ and ‘Yanks’ had to fight to get
to the point where you are standing.
To the north the ground runs away
into the valley of the Somme and then
rises again up the northern slopes.
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THE NINETY-THREE-MINUTE
BATTLE
The Wolfsberg at le Hamel,
north of Villers Brettoneux,
France
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THE FOOTBALLING
GRENADIER
Near Ferme Cour l’Avoué,
east of Festubert, France
Joe Dickinson was the first Reading FC
footballer to be involved in the First
World War and was one of the first
English professional footballers to be
killed in action. Because Joe had been a
regular soldier before the war – he joined
up in June 1909 for three years – he was
called up as a reservist on 5 August 1914,
re-joining his old regiment, the Grenadier
Guards. Within a week he was in France
with its 2nd Battalion.
It was through the Army that Joe
Dickinson had come to the attention of
Southern league Reading FC. Berks &
Bucks played a match at Slough against
the Household Brigade but the counties
were one short so Dickinson played
for them and caught the eye of several
Reading officials. They watched him
when he played for his home-town side,
Tamworth club Two Gates Wanderers, and
signed him in February 1913 for a fee of
£5.00. By then his three-year stint in the
Army had finished so he was free to play
for Reading. He had just signed for the
1914-15 season when he was called up.
Landing in France on 13 August 1914,
Joe was an ‘Old Contemptible’ who
fought in the early battles of 1914 and
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ABOVE RIGHT: A photograph showing the

orchard close to site of Joe Dickinson’s death.
One of the soldiers pictured is Captain J.W.
Houston RAMC, Medical Officer to the 2nd
Battalion The Scots Guards. (Imperial War
Museum; Q17306)

RIGHT: 14382 Lance Sergeant Joseph

Dickinson, the “Footballing Grenadier”, is now
commemorated on Panel 2 of the Le Touret
Memorial to the Missing a short drive from the
spot where he was killed. (Courtesy of the
Commonwealth War Graves Commission)

took part in the retreat from Mons and
the subsequent heavy fighting at the
end of 1914 at Ypres. Upon arriving in
France, he had written home declaring he
was, “hoping to bring home a German
helmet!”
After the failure of the British attacks
at Neuve Chapelle in March 1915 and
Aubers Ridge on 9 May 1915, the
British attacked once again; this time
at Festubert on 16 May in an attempt
to try to seize the higher ground of the
Aubers Ridge. Joe Dickinson and the
Grenadier Guards were thrown into the
battle at 16.30 hours on 18 May on a front
between positions known as the School
House and the Ferme Cour l’Avoué,
north of the present day D72 – Quinque
Rue – which runs between Festubert and
Lorgies. The Grenadiers were lashed with
a terrific fire from German machine-guns
as they charged across the open ground.
“The attack”, states the Grenadiers’

War Diary, “was a failure owing to flatness
of country swept by machine gun fire
and enfilade artillery fire”. A visit to the
site today confirms the diary entry. The
ground is almost pancake flat and devoid
of cover apart from the vegetation and
intersecting drainage ditches. Casualties
were heavy but Joe Dickenson survived.
The next day – 19 May – the
Grenadiers spent digging in and
burying their dead whilst the Germans
strengthened their new line and brought
up reinforcements. Their artillery hit
the Grenadiers’ trenches hard. “Heavy
shelling all day with every description of
shell – some very big”, recorded their
War Diary. Only one man was recorded
as being killed that day: 26-year-old Joe
Dickinson. His body was never found.

FAR RIGHT: Joe Dickinson wore the

same colours and played for the same
club as his present day-descendants who
now play in the English Premiership and
earn enormous wages. Jon Cooksey tells
the story of Joe Dickinson to a group
made up of members of Reading FC
Supporter’s Club at the spot where he
was killed on 19 May 1915. (Courtesy
Supporters’ Trust at Reading/Reading Star)

BELOW: A view of the battlefield around
Festubert, with the D72 – Quinque
Rue – running from the left of the shot.
The area over which the 2nd Battalion
Grenadier Guards is to the right of this
view, the site where the School House
stood being indicated by the buildings
on the right. (HMP)
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